With ever more complex models used to study evolutionary patterns, approaches 11 that facilitate efficient inference under such models are needed. Parallel tempering has 12 long been used to speed up phylogenetic analyses and to make use of multi-core CPUs. 13 Parallel tempering essentially runs multiple MCMC chains in parallel. All chains are 14 heated except for one cold chain that explores the posterior probability space like a 15 regular MCMC chain. This heating allows chains to make bigger jumps in phylogenetic 16 state space. The heated chains can then be used to propose new states for other chains, 17 including the cold chain. One of the practical challenges using this approach, is to 18 find optimal temperatures of the heated chains to efficiently explore state spaces. We 19 here provide an adaptive parallel tempering scheme to Bayesian phylogenetics, where 20 the temperature difference between heated chains is automatically tuned to achieve a 21 target acceptance probability of states being exchanged between individual chains. We 22 first show the validity of this approach by comparing inferences of adaptive parallel 23 tempering to MCMC on several datasets. We then explore where parallel tempering 24 provides benefits over MCMC. We implemented this adaptive parallel tempering 25 approach as an open source package licensed under GPL 3.0 to the Bayesian phyloge-26 netics software BEAST2, available from https://github.com/nicfel/CoupledMCMC. 27 28 1 29
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on two different datasets. 86 We then compare MCMC to adaptive parallel tempering using different levels of 87 heating on two different datasets. First, we apply it to the Hepatitis C dataset, where 88 we do not expect regular MCMC to be stuck in local optimas. Then, we apply it to 89 a dataset which has been described to be easily stuck in local optimas (Lakner et al., 90 2008; Höhna and Drummond, 2011) . Parallel tempering makes use of running n different chains i = 1, ..., n at different 94 temperatures (Geyer, 1991; Gilks and Roberts, 1996; Altekar et al., 2004) . Each of the 95 different chains works similar to a regular MCMC chain. In regular MCMC, a parameter 96 space is explored as follows: Given that the MCMC is currently at state x, we propose 97 a new state x from a proposal distribution g(x |x) given the current state. At this new 98 state, we calculate the likelihood P (D|x ) of the data D given the state and the prior 99 probability of the new state P (x ) and compare it the to old state. The acceptance 100 probability of accepting this new state is then calculated as follows:
If R is greater than a randomly drawn value between [0, 1], the new state x is accepted 102 as the current state, otherwise it is rejected and we remain in the same state. If we keep proposing new states x and accept these using equation (1), we eventually explore parameter space with the frequency at which values of a parameter are visited being its marginal probability (Geyer, 1991) .
One of the issues of using this approach is that acceptance probabilities can be quite low, which makes it hard to move between different states in parameter space. Alternatively, an MCMC chain can be heated by using a temperature scaler β i = 1 1+(i−1)∆t , with i being the number of the chain (Altekar et al., 2004) . Heating of an MCMC chain changes its acceptance probability R heated to:
For a heated chain however, the frequency at which a value of a parameter is visited does not correspond to its marginal probability any more. However, heated chains can be used as a proposal to update the cold chain by performing what is essentially an MCMC move. This move proposes to swap the current states of two random chains i and j with the temperature β i and β j such that β i < β j . Exchanging the states of chains i and j is accepted with an acceptance probability R ij of:
As for a regular MCMC move, swapping the states of the two chains is accepted when 107 a randomly drawn uniformly distribution value in [0, 1] is smaller than R ij .
108
Locally aware adaptive tuning of the temperature of heated chains
109
Choosing an optimal temperature of the different heated chains can be a tedious task,
110
requiring running an analysis, updating temperatures of the analysis and re-running 111 everything. Instead, the temperatures of chains can be tuned automatically during the 112 run itself to achieve a targeted average acceptance probability. As stated above, we 113 consider the temperatures of n different chains to be geometrically distributed and the 114 tune the temperature difference ∆t during the analysis.
115
When updating the temperature based on the global acceptance probability, we 116 compute p current based on all proposed exchanges of states from the start of a run to 117 the current state. We then iteratively tune the temperature to achieve the target average 118 acceptance probability p target over the course of an analysis as follows. At each proposed 119 exchange of states between states, we denote the probability of an exchange being 120 accepted as p current . Given p current and p target , we update the difference in temperature 121 between chains ∆t as follows:
between ∆t current and ∆t new to be 0.001.
141
Another issue can arise when the global acceptance probability strongly differs 142 from the current acceptance probability. In order to avoid that, we made the adap- In this implementation of the parallel tempering algorithm, we run n different MCMC 150 chains, with each chain i ∈ [1, . . . , n] running at a temperature β i = 1 1+(i−1)∆t . The 151 temperatures of the different chains are therefore geometrically distributed, which has 152 been shown to be a good spacing of temperatures between individual chains (Kofke,
.
154
Upon initialisation, we first sample at random at which iteration the states of two 155 chains with which number are proposed to be exchanged. We then initialise each chain 156 to be run in its own Java thread using multiple CPU cores, if available. Each chain 157 is then run until it reaches the time when an exchange of states with another chain heated chain logs its states to the log file that corresponds to its temperature and not 168 the number of the chain.
169
The temperature is adapted at any potential exchange of states between chains, after 170 an initial phase of 100 potential exchanges without any adaption. 
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As shown in figure 3A, Figure 3 : Convergence of coupled MCMC and regular MCMC using posterior ESS values and Kolmogorov Smirnov distances. A Here, we show the distribution of posterior ESS values after 4 * 10 7 for regular MCMC and after 1 * 10 7 for parallel tempering with 4 chains, so wall time for MCMC runs was much larger than for parallel tempering. When running the analyses with parallel tempering, we used 3 different target acceptance probabilities. B Here we show the distribution of Kolmogorov Smirnov distances between individual runs and the concatenation of all individual runs. We assume that all 400 runs concatenated describe the true distribution of posterior values and then take the KS distance as a measure of how good an individual run approximates that distribution. The smaller a KS value, the better the true distribution is approximated.
Lower target acceptance probabilities mean lower higher temperatures of heated chains 250 in those analyses.
251
We next tested if higher ESS values actually correspond to a run approximating the 
267
We next compared the inference of trees on a dataset DS1 that has proved problem- between which is highly unlikely due to very unfavourable intermediate states (Höhna 271 and Drummond, 2011).
272
We ran the dataset using MCMC for 5 * 10 7 iteration and parallel tempering for 273 5 * 10 7 with 4 different chains. We ran parallel tempering targeting three different ac- Next generation sequencing has lead to ever larger datasets of genetic sequence being 292 available to researcher. To study these, more and more complex models are devel-293 oped, many of which are implemented in the Bayesian phylogenetic software platform 294 BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) . Parallelising these models can often be hard or even 295 impossible and MCMC analyses often have to be run on single CPU cores.
296
Alternatively, parallel tempering can make use of multiple cores, but a full fea-297 tured version was so far not available in BEAST 2. Parallel tempering, however, re-298 quires choosing optimal temperatures of heated chains. We here circumvent the issue 299 of choosing optimal temperatures by adaptively tuning the temperature difference be-300 tween heated chains to achieve a target acceptance probability implemented for BEAST 301 2.5 (Bouckaert et al., 2019) . In order to only have one parameter to tune, we assume 302 that the temperature difference between heated chains is geometrically distributed and 303 only tune the temperature difference between those. We show that this adaptive tun-304 ing of the temperature difference is targeting different acceptance probabilities well, 305 starting from various different initial values. Alternatively, the temperature differences 306 could be defined between individual chains, which would require tuning the number of 307 NFM and RB implemented the code, NFM performed the analyses and NFM and RB 342 wrote the paper.
